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EDITOR’S RANT

Australia’s firs billionaire, Robert Holmes a Court, once said “big business
is just small business with more zeros”. This may be so, but when it
comes to big business there’s no doubt that the risks and rewards tend to
necessitate the most qualified minds.
Having spent a lot of time behind the scenes at pubs, and running
general operations for the ‘Aussie Pub’ in California, I am quite familiar
with the nature of the financials. But interviewing Lantern chief John
Osborne gave me a new insight into how some of the ‘big business’ in
hotel groups is done.
Lantern went through an interesting transformation from a post-GFC
failing situation to become the small, listed hotel group it was, then went
on to make its own mistakes for different reasons, in a very different
climate to the boom of 2006/7.
With pretty serious sums at risk, the shareholders rose up and engaged
experts to take stock and manage some manner of solution. What
followed has dominated the Australian pub industry news for more than
a year.
I know I was not alone in wondering what has been going on behind
the scenes at LTN for the past several years, because I am regularly asked
questions along those lines by publicans and suppliers. Once the last of
its core portfolio was sold, I set about trying to get an answer to some of
these questions.
John Osborne was extremely accommodating, and made me see why
a cool-minded individual like himself was needed at LTN. By his own
actions, he may soon be looking for a job. For what little it may be worth,
I’d recommend him.
This month we also take a metaphorical look into the real world of virtual
reality pub design.
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Lions Club. Image: Cayas Architects

The Future

of Pub Design
When reality meets imagination, amazing things can happen. The
hospitality industry’s ongoing need to push the envelope has met
its new best friend in technology that can not only put you literally
in the picture, but alter ‘reality’ on demand. Adam Le Lievre reports
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You’re building a brand-new pub, and it’s time to see it for
the first time. You walk through the main entrance and move
slowly between new bars, gaming and function spaces,
restaurants, accommodation and an outdoor beer garden.
But this pub is different. In fact, it hasn’t even been built yet. It’s
merely a vision – a work in progress yet to see the light of day.
Better than trying to visualise from paper and digital designs,
you’re now in the design, in the pub seeing new spaces first
hand and testing its functionality – through a virtual reality
(VR) headset.
This is the future of pub design. Traditional and 3D drawings
and models brought to life in a VR environment, empowering
people to see and test ground-breaking designs before any
ground is broken.
To look inside the nuts and bolts of this imaginary world,
PubTIC caught up with New England Constructions, H&E
Architects and Cayas Architects, who are pioneering VR
experiences for their publican clients.

The Innovators
Established in 1979, New England Constructions (NewCon)
has a broad portfolio in commercial construction, including
new builds, additions and alterations, refurbishments and
heritage restoration projects. Having delivered more than 200
hospitality projects, NewCon works in partnership with its
clients, managing projects from inception and design through
to construction.

Formed in the late 90s, Humphey & Edwards (H&E) Architects
specialises in innovative architecture, interiors, furnishings and
styling, predominantly in hospitality, retail, commercial and
high-end residential in Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne. The
company focuses on working closely and collaboratively with
clients, embracing the mindset of an ‘in-house’ service.
Launched in 2009, Cayas Architects is a small design practice
specialising in hospitality, multi-residential and commercial
projects in Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria. Cayas
offers services from pre-purchase consultation and master
planning to full service concept design, 3D modelling, project
management, interior design and VR.

The VR tech
NewCon partners with architects who have VR capability, to
better interpret designs and add value to the ‘buildability’ of a
project. They say that for pub clients, whose core business is
hospitality, VR and 3D technology enhances the visualisation
process, allowing them to make informed decisions on space,
layout and finishes. NewCon says a bonus of collaborating in
this way is that VR helps to reduce design modifications and
variations, which results in better cost control.
Before any construction begins, H&E report best practice is
extensive use of specialty design software Autodesk Revit,
and Sketchup, before using Enscape software to translate 3D
models into a VR environment. The company does this using
custom-built high-powered PC workstations.

The Mill House, Melbourne. Image: H&E Architects
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Norths Leagues. Image: Cayas Architects

Cayas Architects use a high-end gaming PC and the ‘Oculus
Rift’ (VR headset) for the VR experiences for their clients, also
courtesy of Autodesk Revit and Enscape.
“Creating a VR experience is seamlessly integrated with our
existing design and documentation work flow,” relays Cayas
partner, Jeremy Ward.
“We generally sketch a masterplan in response to a client brief,
then move directly to modelling preliminary design ideas in
3D. This initial modelling can be experienced in VR as if you
were walking through a ‘white card’ model before finishes and
details are added.
“This informs the design development process by helping
clients immediately understand scale, natural light and spatial
connectivity. The project is then developed in detail, again,
consistently reviewing in VR to hone the design.
“At this point the client can experience finishes and
operational details such as bar equipment layouts, the
operational functionality of commercial kitchens, and
make any required changes prior to documentation being
completed.
“This can be done ‘on the fly’ whilst the client is viewing the
project in VR. For example, if the client wants to move a back
of bar fridge, they can see the effect of this immediately.
“This is crucial, as it gives the client an unprecedented
opportunity to experience their new or refurbished venue
in a realistic 1:1 scale, saving them money by reducing the
potential for changes being made during construction.
“An increased understanding of design gives our clients
8 | March 2017 PubTIC

confidence in what the end product will be, and less chances
of surprises on site.”
NewCon’s clients are typically experienced professionals
engrained in the hospitality industry who know their venues,
clientele and offering better than anyone else. Company
spokesperson Sarah Bourke says their first job as builders is to
listen intently to clients’ needs and desires, and understand
their business and project requirements before engaging an
architect to create the vision and concept for delivery.
“The concept phase is very important; it informs the architect
and builder of the project vision, from which design intent
grows.
“For new venues, the visioning process is about creating a
unique offering that combines a pub owner’s expertise and
experience, architectural design flare and concept and our
focus on buildability, innovation and speed of construction.
“New venues need extra attention, so it’s important to get your
key players involved early to save time and money and open
the doors early. Bar, kitchen and back of house functionality
is paramount to the success of any hospitality venue. 3D and
VR helps clients to visualise how kitchens and other spaces
will function. For example, how supplies get from the loading
dock to the kitchen, and how the materials handling process is
optimised through the efficient storage of fresh produce and
waste minimisation.
“Appreciation of views and vistas throughout the venue are
also better achieved through VR. Onsite, 3D models can
inform subcontractors on how their work components affect
other trades, which promotes a more integrated approach.”

TRADE FEATURE
PubTIC: How does NewCon approach working with clients,
generally?
“We invest our passion in every project to make sure the
client receives maximum value for their budget. We look to
work with like-minded clients who have a similar passion and
are excited by the journey of integrated design and project
delivery.
“Many of our clients approach us with an idea, and we make
it a reality. Under a construction management arrangement,
we act in best interests of the client to get the best value
for money and manage risk to protect the client. Our early
involvement in the design process and the utilisation of
VR and 3D provides greater accuracy for cost planning,
buildability and staging.”
H&E say its design process is generally a hybrid of hand
sketching and CAD modelling, before further fine-tuning using
a range of specialty software for specific aspects.
“Modelling facilitates the progressive interrogation of the
design,” explains director, Glenn Cunnington.
“Design iterations are progressively developed and tested
often in a back and forth manner between workstation and
drawing board, before every project is ultimately developed
and documented using Autodesk Revit. Our projects are
generally modelled to a high degree of detail, with most
specification information embedded in the model.
“We use Enscape to explore our models in development and
as a tool for real time presentation to our clients, consultants
and contractors. Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator and Indesign
are also regularly used to develop material pallets and test
other design concepts, and touch-up imagery and compile
presentations.
“We strive to maximise our client’s commercial success,
and take great interest in every facet of each project from
its inception to completion. It is an ‘experience’ that we are
ultimately creating, which can only be achieved with close
collaboration between all parties associated.”

where better space utilisation is required.”
Cayas Architects is currently experimenting with virtual hands,
and how they can be used to manipulate objects in VR.
“We hope this may eventually give us the ability to design
directly in VR – designing via the experience of space, in
conjunction with traditional methods.
“Whilst we can currently walk around a virtual environment,
this is limited to about 3-4 metres in any one direction. There
is plenty of work being done in the VR industry to develop
means by which this movement is unlimited, which will
greatly enhance the ability for the user to walk through an
entire venue seamlessly.”
In an existing pub, gaze tracking data can be collected
to analyse the behaviour of specific target markets and/
or demographics, to tailor future works, even marketing
campaigns. For example, gaze tracking on a restaurant menu
board could also assist with menu option and layout changes.
This concept is similar to best-practice algorithms online that
monitor users’ behaviour to improve websites and sales.
Cunnington says the future of VR is “endless” and its use will
soon go beyond design and planning.
“We would expect that any technology that potentially
provides meaningful marketing data will be popular with our
commercial clients. There is great desire amongst our clients
to engineer the best and most profitable experience for their
patrons.
“The tipping point will occur when the potential of a
competitive edge and the perceived return on investment
exceeds the perceived affordability of the technology. This is
when new technologies become mainstream.”
The future of pub design is clearly here, and un-real.

The Future of VR
As the use of VR in construction evolves, expect to see the
evolution of virtual hands (gloves or similar mechanisms
that bring your hands into the virtual world), gaze tracking
(measuring the user’s eye positions and movement) and
movement patterns (software that tracks how people move
around) incorporated into the process of building the perfect
pub, or improving an existing pub.
NewCon says that as the price of hospitality real estate
continues to increase, the utilisation of floor space will
become even more critical.
“Being able to test a space in VR before it’s built can identify
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Oculus Rift VR headset
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Lantern Hotel Group
- what happened?
Exclusive interview with CEO John Osborne
The ASX-listed and somewhat enigmatic Lantern Hotel Group recently
executed a very public exit from the hotel game. We spoke with specialist
pilot CEO John Osborne about how the problem - and the subsequent
solution - came to be. Clyde Mooney reports
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The 1990s saw a lot of change in the Australian pub game.
The introduction of poker machines into pubs in most
Australian states heralded a new era of profitability and
importantly, reliable revenue. Following the heady days of the
decadent 80s, hotels and pubs, as consistent earners with a
cultural importance to Australian society, were emerging as
candidates for greater scrutiny by big business.

mostly freehold going concerns but also a few passive
freehold investments.
The company’s sell-down details were thoroughly
communicated to the shareholders and market via ASX
announcements, but John Osborne took the time to explain
to PubTIC the story between the lines – the how and why of
the rise and fall of Lantern.

Dutch multinational banking and finance corporation ING
(International Netherlands Group) determined there was a
potential in a Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) in Australian
pubs. REITs are companies doing business in incomeproducing property, and ING planned to buy a portfolio of
pubs and rent them to operators, profiting from the rental
income and appreciation of the assets.
The pub game was something of a late starter to this kind of
corporate attention, traditionally operating in more owneroperator models, or previously the ‘tied’ model where one
of the two big brewers in Australia was both landlord and
supplier.
ING went about acquiring dozens of pubs, mostly on the east
coast, forming ING Real Estate Entertainment. These were
leased to sole operators and management groups, such as
Icon Hospitality.
This iteration of corporate leverage of pubs ultimately did
not work, and the bubble around pub valuations that burst
following the GFC saw cascadng financial distress through
both the landlord and operators.
From the ruins of this arrangement, Lantern Hotel Group (LTN)
was born, taking over the leases of the failed tenants and
becoming an owner-operator with a portfolio of more than
20 pubs, conjoining the ‘Prop Co’ and ‘Op Co’ in a complex
corporate structure, and operating under an AFSL licence.
While most hospitality operations around the country were
growing and reinventing themselves in the new financial
climate, LTN wavered, experiencing negative growth and
increasing debt.
Shareholders insurgence to the flailing returns eventually
saw the unceremonious sacking of (most of) the Board of
Directors, and installation of career hospitality professionals
John Osborne, as CEO, and Graeme Campbell, as director, to
try to salvage the situation.
Osborne has been working as a hospitality industry executive
since his 20s, now over 30 years. He oversaw the ten-fold
expansion of the now famous Central Coast’s Mingara
Recreation Club, and was on the Board of Clubs NSW during
the key period where the Clubs Associations relinquished their
monopoly on Keno, allowing pubs to also offer and profit from
it.
What has followed over the past two years, particularly
throughout 2016, was the unravelling of the ASX-listed
company, LTN, as it sold off its complete book of assets,
12 | March 2017 PubTIC

WHAT HAPPENED
CM: Thank you, John for taking the time to talk with us.
JO: My pleasure.
CM: I understand that you joined this company in mid-August,
2015, but can you explain a bit about how Lantern came to be,
and what happened to the original ING pub REIT?
JO: Essentially, the ING thing didn’t work as the rents were too
high for the operators, so they were struggling to put capex
into the business and keep up to speed with the competitors,
which were largely very good, very focused self-managed
publicans that owned one, two, up to ten pubs, and don’t need
to pay unsustainable rent.
From what I can gather, a lot of those pub REITs sounded
like a good idea at the time, because it was one of the few
industries that hadn’t been consolidated, but these venues
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need a lot of operating leverage; this year you can be the top
of the pile, next year, because the guy up the road is putting
in a new gaming room, or new food & beverage offering, you
become third. That cycle just ebbs and flows – usually related
to the capex, and the management. You set a rent and then
it ratchets up and you don’t take account of the operating
leverage, it becomes almost a recipe for disaster.
CM: ALH has largely gone down that path, selling off its
freeholds, leased back to itself, although they do hold the pubs
largely to earn the accompanying bottleshops.
JO: I suppose their model is successful because they’ve
partnered with good operators and set sustainable rents.
The initial rent I think was probably set at a lower rate and
the ratchets are more aligned to CPI from a sustainable base,
whereas the investment groups that put these REITs together
seemed to have an unrealistic view on sustainable rents,
driven by the need to achieve fixed returns. If you’re paying
more than 50 per cent of the maintainable EBITDA in rent,
you’re in dangerous territory.
As I understand it the various operators were failing and
couldn’t pay the rent, so were in breach. At that point one of
the major shareholders of Lantern stapled the two entities
together. They took back most of the leases and became an
owner and operator of pubs, which I think was and is a very
good strategy. The group had a number of gaming assets.
They mopped up a potentially strong pub portfolio, and did it
on the back of the failure of the REIT model.
CM: It sounds like the formula seen in plenty of good midsized owner-operators, yet that proved not to be the case.
Where were things when you entered?
JO: I came into the business knowing it was distressed. I had
the financial accounts to see that, and had read the various
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announcements around boards, the agitation of shareholders
and all that. That’s all public. From my first day here, there
was a breach of our major lender’s banking covenant, which
is pretty serious for any business, but when you’re a public
company you’ve got to be very open about that. That breach
occurred as of the 30th of June, and was discovered about
when I got into the business. A very challenging working
capital position.
There were swaps – finance derivatives – in place that were
set based on a high interest rate regime, so we were paying
essentially high interest on debt. It was draining cash out of
the business just servicing them. These were not set by the
Lantern management team, I think they were from way back

“2016 - A YEAR OF RECORDS”
Tennyson Hotel - Dec 16
Highest ever price achieved for a pub at Public Auction
Acacia Ridge - Nov 16
Largest Hotel Sale (Pub) in QLD
Crowne Plaza, Terrigal - Feb 16
Largest Non-Metropolitan Hotel Sale (Accommodation)
Bradford Hotel, Hunter Valley - Jun 16
Largest Regional Hotel (Pub) Sale
Five Dock Hotel - Nov 16
Largest Hotel Sale (Pub) in Sydney’s Inner West
Figtree Hotel - Dec 16
Sold at Auction for a record yield of 7.1% for the Wollongong Region

At Australasia’s biggest real estate group, a company
with 114 years of rich history and with $45 billion of
annual turnover across 1000 international offices;
Andrew Jolliffe is the Ray White Group’s number 1 agent
globally. Andrew Jolliffe delivers results; and that’s why
2017 is shaping up as yet another record year.

Ray White Hotels Australia

Andrew Jolliffe
Director - Asia Pacific Region
Ray White Hotels Australia
Phone: 0438 733 447
Email: a.jolliffe@rwh.net.au
raywhitehotels.com.au
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the business just wasn’t sustainable in the form it was in, and
there was a high turnover of operational people.
It took us about a month, with documenting and getting our
bank’s support, but we put together a – I hate buzz words,
but the best way to describe it is a transformation plan. This
had several parts to it, the first was resolving the legacy issues.
There were a number, but the key was stabilising the capital
structure and securing a re-fi. Our key lender supported a
re-finance, which helped us pay out the swaps I was talking
about, which improved the cashflow substantially although
actually increased the initial debt. They also allowed us to
fund some new gaming machines.

General Gordon Hotel

in the ING days. They needed to be terminated and paid out,
but there was no cash in the business to do that.
Not surprisingly, the performance of all the pubs was
deteriorating rapidly as there was no money for capex, and I
suspect although can’t confirm, the board and management
probably had a number of other corporate distractions to deal
with, which meant they may have lost focus on the day-today operations of the business. These businesses require a
lot of attention, if you don’t watch them every day, make
adjustments every day or at least every week, you can get in a
hole quickly.

That done, we quickly improved the team capability,
bringing in Mark Ronfeldt, who is a great operational leader
to oversee the day-to-day. Mark put in place an outstanding
operational team. Michael Thaler our FC aligned the support
functions with the plan and the team approach to managing
the business delivered an outstanding turnaround. We also
significantly improved communications with the shareholders.
The second part was selling the non-core hotels. So we looked
at the portfolio, and saw there were a whole lot of pubs that
were f&b focused, or in regional areas, or don’t have gaming
potential. Even if you fully invest in them and run them as well

So the attention to detail wasn’t there, the performance was
rapidly deteriorating, and the capex that had been deployed in
the years before I got here wasn’t focused on the right areas,
in our opinion. A lot put into f&b facilities in various pubs that
wasn’t providing a return, and not much put into the gaming
facilities.
CM: it sounds like a tough working environment for
management on the ground. Tough to keep good people.
JO: There were a whole bunch of legacy issues that meant

Five Dock Hotel

as anybody can, they’re not really the sort of pubs that should
be in a big portfolio. They need to localised, loved pubs, where
the publican is there saying g’day to everyone. They should
never have been in a portfolio like this.
We identified which ones they were – essentially all except
for six, what we called the ‘core’ pubs, and ran a proper public
process to sell those.
CM: I’ve previously wondered how a group such as Lantern
ends up with the likes of a passive freehold in Bundaberg.

Waterworks Hotel
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JO: I wish I knew the answer to that. I actually went up there
once. As you’d expect, I needed to visit all of the pubs. I’ve

MAJOR FEATURE
service level, and within nine months of starting the process
we had gaming revenues up about 30 per cent year-on-year,
EBITDA up 40 per cent. All of the core hotels were in the
top 200 in the September quarter, representing a combined
increase in ranking of 337 spots across the six hotels.

Ambarvale Hotel

always had a soft spot for Bundaberg, but I couldn’t see the
logic in retaining this pub.
We used mostly CBRE to market those. They’re right across
Australia, which suited us. The guys did a fantastic job for us.
Glenn Price did a terrific job, for a relatively small sale; we sold
our interest in Bundaberg for just under $2m, and he worked
as hard on that as he would have on a $50m deal.

Once we got to that point, we were faced with a challenge:
do we take this to the next step, with these six hotels, and
invest in them. You’ve probably been to a lot of them, and
without mentioning individual pubs, they really required a
major refurb. It’s an ongoing cycle, and there had been none.
We would have had to invest $10-20m to really get them
up to today’s expected levels, so do we do that, knowing
that there’s still significant growth in all of these pubs? To
support the cost structure of running a public company and
all the requirements, we really needed 20 pubs that fitted that
portfolio, and there’s just none for sale.

Those pubs fetched about $70m, at a 14.5 per cent premium
to book value. We ran a vigorous process, and got a good
outcome for everybody.
The third tranche of the transformation plan was to improve
the performance of the core, gaming-led hotels. The first day
I went around and looked at our pubs, I thought, if you did
nothing else other than make the air-con work, put in new
machines, appoint somebody that provides customer service
to the gaming patrons, and give them the tools to do that,
and keep the place clean and tidy – these places have got to
increase by 20-30 per cent without even trying.
Had we stayed the journey with the core pubs, we would
have remodelled completely, particularly a lot of the gaming
rooms. So we put some fairly modest capex to the physical
environments, painted the rooms, put new carpet in them,
replaced 62 per cent of the machines and improved the

Uncle Bucks Hotel

So the board deliberated all of that. There was a lot of work
done by people with the right skills, to look at exactly what the
returns were in all those scenarios. Whichever way you cut
and dice the numbers, it was a more compelling argument to
sell down and give the money back to the shareholders. I’ve
got to say, personally I was a bit reticent about that decision,
but it was the right decision. We took that to the shareholders,
they voted on it and supported that approach, about 60/40.
We dived into the sale process, and essentially, the divestment
program, in 12 months we’ve sold 16 hotels for $206m, at a
combined premium to book value of 34.5 per cent. The core
gaming pubs sold at 47 per cent above book value.
The majority of shareholders are delighted with the outcome.
We have returned 9.5cps back to the shareholders. Subject
to the last two hotels settling, the Crown and the General
Gordon, at the end of March, we think there will be in the
order of another 4.5c to be paid then, which gets the total
to about 14cps. This is a far cry from where the shares were
trading 18 months ago.
There will be money left in the kitty for the board to deal with
remaining liabilities the company might have, such as tax.

Commodore Hotel
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It might take a few months to work through all of that, then
there’s more likely than not to be a further distribution at the
end, with whatever is left.
CM: Will that final distribution be Lantern’s swan song?
JO: There’s been no decision made to wind up Lantern.
The decision’s been made to wind it down, which is a very
different thing. Once the last couple of hotels are sold, the
board is exploring what the next step should be, which might
be re-purposing the company and selling the shell, or any
number of iterations thereof. Whatever decision is made will
obviously be taken back to the shareholders.
Central Hotel

CM: Isn’t it a breach of the ASX covenant to no longer have
your core business? Will you be de-listed?

CM: You’ve run group portfolios and large operations before.
Three to four years ago most group operations were on the
way up, post GFC. For those doing the right things, it was
working and values were growing. But it seems Lantern was
struggling. Why do you think that was?
JO: I just think it was the wrong strategy. There was a real
focus on f&b, which can be very risky. The executive of
the strategy appeared to be lumpy and Lantern was going
backwards. You look at some of those gaming pubs, they
dropped hundreds of spots.
CM: You sold most to owner operators and small groups,
rather than corporations.
JO: I don’t think we sold any to big corporations.

JO: Having the shareholders agree to allow us to sell the main
undertaking, the approval that happened in October, allowed
us to do what we’ve done. Someone might buy the shell, pay
out the shareholders and put something else in it. We don’t
know, is the short answer.
CM: Given the climate and market haven’t changed, it’s not
likely they will reinvest in hotels, will they?
JO: It’s not likely, but it’s not absolutely definitive that they
won’t. I don’t think Lantern would want to be in the business
of scooping up another 10-20 of whatever’s for sale. I just
don’t think the right assets will be available, which is why we
sold.
Lawson Park Hotel

WHY IS IT SO
CM: The very public and dramatic sell-down seems to have
paid off well for the shareholders, given their position a couple
of years ago.
JO: We’ve worked hard to keep options open and create some
options for the shareholders, and I think it’s been a good story,
a good turn around and a good result.

CM: It seems the hands-on operators saw the potential and
valued them highly, while some of the larger groups, like
Redcape, are trying to sell themselves at the moment.
JO: I understand that Riversdale are also doing that.
CM: They’re selling both on- and some off-market. They have
savvy media presence, and play by different rules to most.
JO: That’s not a bad strategy, keeping people guessing as to
how you’re going to go about it. It creates tension. They’re
not doing anything wrong, but had we done that, we probably
would have opened ourselves up for a fair bit of public
criticism.
CM: The sale prices quoted throughout the sell-down
represented very lucrative premiums to your book values. Do
you think this was because the market was hot, or were the
valuations in some way soft?
JO: We have to revalue under audit standards and publish
the valuations. Pubs tend to go up and down in terms of the
value. The numbers we quoted were the numbers that were
published in the last report.
If you break it down to core and non-core, the non-core
doesn’t have much to do with the market being hot as a lot
of those pubs were in regions and that sort of thing, weren’t

Courthouse Hotel
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gaming-backed businesses. The agents just did a fantastic job
for us.
This wasn’t your stock-standard sale process. You can talk with
CBRE and Ray White about this. We were meeting regularly,
constantly talking strategy about how to sell the asset, how
to position it, all that sort of stuff. We drove that process very
hard, and they responded well, and I think that created a
premium we otherwise wouldn’t have got with a more passive
process. We sat down with the agent and asked who do you
think might have an interest in this hotel, they give you ten
to 20 names, most made sense for some reason. Probably 30
per cent of the time, one of those didn’t buy it, and we ended
up selling to people that weren’t initially identified as possible
buyers. That was all to do with really extending the marketing,
not just talking to the obvious network.
I think for the core hotels there was that, plus the market was
very hot, so we had a double-whammy with those.
The valuations weren’t in any way understated, they were
in line with the then current performance. There was no

Beaumont Hotel

thinking about the valulations. We were doing our best to try
to get them improved, by improving the performance of the
business. Not many people would publish their premium to
book value, would they. Because we’re a public company it’s
the only measure we can give to shareholders. It allows them
to come up with what they think is a fair value for their shares.
CM: The strategy to sell at the top of the market is hard to
fault.

Bowral Hotel

There’s now multiple liquor licences you can get to allow you
to serve liquor with food, and far more liberal than the old
days. You have to be an outstanding operator to make money
out of food.
CM: There’s no short cut to perspective like knowing the old
days, nor making your own mistakes.
JO: One of the dumbest decisions I ever made, when I was
on the Central Coast – I ran Mingara for 15 years – I could
have bought the Bateau Bay Hotel as a private investment
for $800,000. Gaming had just come in, so at that stage
publicans were in their infancy with gaming and just didn’t get
machines. They really didn’t know what they were getting, or
understand how to do it. Anyway, I think Arthur Laundy most
recently bought the Bateau Bay for $12 million or something.
CM: He did. He actually bought a string of NSW coastal pubs
in the past year. Good example of what we’ve been calling
Capital flight. What do you see yourself doing after Lantern?
JO: It’s been a really challenging and interesting short role for
me. At this stage, I’ll be around for a little while longer, until
the hotels have settled and a few other things are tidied up,
and I’ll make a call as to where to from there after that. I’ve
really enjoyed this, and I’m quite keen to dive into the next
thing when the time’s right.
CM: John, thank you so much for your time.

JO: I don’t know whether it’s actually the top or not, but yes.
CM: It would be hard to imagine yields getting much tighter.
We’ve talked about how hot the market is, where do you see
the values of commercial headed? Bubble, or sustainable?
JO: I don’t think it’s a bubble in the true definition of the word,
in that it’s going to burst and things are going to drop 20 per
cent. There’ll be ebbs and flows around percentage points in
yields, but I think hotels with a gaming footprint are just going
to get more and more valuable. I can’t see that changing.
CM: For all the criticism of it, it’s almost ironic that gaming
seems to be the most consistent thing in pubs, while f&b is so
much more volatile and fickle.
JO: The barriers to entry to the food business are very low.

Dolphin Hotel
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INDUSTRY NEWS

2017 AHG Expo Brisbane
The 2017 Keno Australasian Hospitality and Gaming (AHG)
Expo will be held in the Brisbane Convention & Exhibition
Centre this month.
On Monday 27 March, there will be AHG Bus Tours to take
guests on a choice of three excursions to some of Brisbane’s
newest and most inspirational pubs, clubs and bars.
The program begins Tuesday, 28 March, with the National
Governance & Management Congress, which will address
key issues facing hospitality venues nationally. The Congress
begins with the CMAA (Club Managers Association Australia)
AGM (CMAA members only) before guest speakers John
Landis, Holly Ransom, Dr James Chin Moody and Dr Vince
Murdoch speak on challenges and innovation in the club
industry.
The Expo main event will take place Wednesday
29 and Thursday 30 March, with over 250
industry exhibitors showcasing their products
and services in hospitality and gaming industries,
clubs, pubs, restaurants, cafes and entertainment
venues.
Exhibitors will be eagerly discussing their
companies and relevance to gaming products,
entertainment, food and beverage, technology,
construction, education, furniture, and innovative
design.
On Wednesday evening, attendees are invited
to the (free) AHG Cocktail Party, held on the
exhibition floor, where exhibitors and guests can
mingle.
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Thursday morning will see the Club Plus Super AHG Breakfast,
hosted by comedian and presenter Adam Spencer, and
Tabcorp managing director and CEO David Attenborough.
They will be sharing their views of where wagering is heading,
and what that means for venues. Tickets are $70 per person or
$650 for a table of ten.
Also – throughout both days of the Expo, special guests will
be presenting ‘Soapbox Lectures’ on topics such as the latest
trends in design, marketing insights, staff logistics, and food
profitability.
Entry to the Expo is free for industry professionals. Book at
www.ahgexpo.com

NEWS

February’s Greatest Clicks
YEAR ENDS WITH A BANG
AS THREE RIVERSDALE PUBS
EXCHANGED
Australian Pub Fund, the $300 million vehicle owned by highflying businessmen Geoff Dixon, John Singleton and Mark
Carnegie and owner of the Riversdale pubs, divested three
key assets for $48 million in the dying days of 2016 – all to top
operators keen to further build on the successes.
Recognising the uber-hot market conditions of 2016, the
business partners slipped news prior to Christmas that two of
their best – the Marlborough and Kinselas – were on offer. Just
days before Christmas, the announcement came that John
Feros’ JDA Hotels had purchased the Peakhurst Inn for $22.5
million, and Oscars Hotels had purchased both The Bristol
Arms and Como Hotel for $19.5 and $5.6 million (respectively).
APF entered the market splashing cash into often bargainpriced properties. It bought the Peakhurst in mid-2010 from
the beleaguered Landmark Leisure Group for $10.6 million, the
Bristol ‘Retro’ Arms in early 2013 from Redcape for around $8
million, and the Como Hotel – one of the oldest buildings in
Sydney’s Southerland Shire – for $4.6 million in March 2013.
Sale of the Peakhurst was managed through Ray White’s
Asia-Pacific director, Andrew Jolliffe. Sales of the Sydney CBD
Bristol Arms and star of the Shire Como Hotel, were managed
by JLL national director John Musca.
Agents report 2016 was the biggest transactional year for
hotels since 2006 – albeit at a far more attractive cost of
finance.

BIG LIDCOMBE HOTEL SALE
SETS TONE FOR ANOTHER
BIG YEAR

height approval, and the Hotel a 24-hour licence and rare
three-hour gaming shutdown period.

LOCALS SHENANIGANS AS
THOMAS FAMILY EXITS PUB
GAME
Two brothers and three mates have taken the plunge with
their first pub, beating hungry Sydney operators to buy the
Thomas family’s long-held Shenanigans at The Imperial.
Mike Thomas has been a staple of the NSW hotel industry for
over three decades, and operated the popular Maitland pub
for over twenty years. He purchased it in the mid-90s from
another Newcastle pub industry stalwart, John Mahony, after
working for him for a number of years.
The Thomas family sold their other pub, the Cessnock Hotel,
mid-2016, after Mike’s son moved to the UK. Mike Thomas
determined it was time to exit the industry, listing The Imperial
in October.
The Hotel was marketed and put to auction through Manenti
Quinlan’s Gerry Quinlan and Moore & Moore Real Estate’s
Dean Moore. Reaching close to $4m, bids fell just shy of
Thomas’ hopes and the asset was passed in, but secured
contracts from three serious parties before the end of the day.
In December, swift work by a posse of local businessmen
secured the pub, and the newly-formed Imperial Hospitality
Group (IHG) took the keys mid-January. IHG comprises
brothers Sean and Clayton Barrett, with mates Cameron
Clydsdale, Manny Wade and Matthew Parkinson.
“We’ve been looking for stuff locally,” Sean Barrett told PubTIC.
“This came up, and it seemed like a great opportunity. It was
a lot of work to get it over the line, but this is where the work
really starts – making sure we do it justice.”

The sale of top-50 gaming pub the Lidcombe Hotel has kickstarted what is expected to be another big year in Australian
pub real estate. Marcus Levy’s Marvan Hotels purchased the
freehold from Hedley Leisure & Gaming, and a few years later
the leasehold too, from tenant NLG.
Marvan undertook significant renovation and reinvention
of the classic corner pub opposite Lidcombe train station,
positioning it focus on the area’s strong bar and gaming trade.
The western Sydney suburb has just three pubs – all in the
top 50 of Liquor & Gaming’s list of NSW venues, with the
Lidcombe ranked #41.
It was divested off-market through CBRE Hotels’ Daniel
Dragicevich and Sam Handy by Marvan to an unnamed
buyer for close to $36 million – on par with Justin Hemmes’
purchase of the Tennyson Hotel in December. The Lidcombe
similarly offers huge development potential, its 782 m² site
enjoying B4 mixed-use zoning with 5:1 FSR and 36-metre
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NEWS
BOURKE ST BUYS KING ST
BOTANY VIEW

Prominent publican Paddy Coughlan has secured another
inner west pub, lauding southern King St and the Murphy
family’s Botany View Hotel. The Murphys owned and
operated the Botany View (BVH) for the past 26 years, and
the modest pub represents a rare entry-level opportunity
for reinvention in the gentrified era of Newtown and
Enmore.
Coughlan has been gradually acquiring inner west pubs
with upside, beginning with his highly successful Lord
Gladstone in Chippendale, and more recently his cultivated
Lady Hampshire, nearby in Camperdown. The former
Riversdale CEO concedes serious love for the area, citing
changes coming with the incoming population.

Late 2016 it determined to divest The Dove to focus on
synergies between the DOG and the K&B, offering up the
thriving two-level hotel, with 12 PMEs, a beer garden and
terrace, and potential for a rooftop bar (STCA).
A new pub group formed out of the Murphy family’s SOS
Hospitality has now swooped on the Dove, picking up the
freehold going concern for $11.85 million.
“I’m taking over as licensee with a partner,” new owner Rod
Taber told PubTIC. “Together, over time, with a hands-on
approach, we hope to see what I can bring to the table as
an extra.”
The Dove was transacted through JLL Hotels’ national
director John Musca, who says it holds a strong reputation
as one of the best in the best area.

Close to St Peters train station and local development ‘St
Peters Triangle’ the Hotel has an expansive footprint over
two levels, with extended trading hours, and an upstairs
beer garden licensed until 2am that is likely to become a
magnet for devotees to the area.
The BVH was marketed by CBRE Hotels’ Sam Handy and
Daniel Dragicevich, who say the sale price, north of $6
million, leaves scope for capex to grow the gosling into a
swan.

WAUGH RETURNS, BUYING
RIVERSDALE’S TOXTETH
Riversdale sold another pub off-market, with Mitchell
Waugh’s Public House Management Group snatching
Mitch’s first love, Glebe’s The Toxteth.

Business celebrities John Singleton, Geoff Dixon and Mark
Carnegie’s Australian Pub Fund (APF) partnered with Paddy
Coughlan and Ned Kelly’s Riversdale Group as operator,
and bought Glebe’s faded Toxteth Hotel for just shy of $10
million from the Murphy family in 2011.
This followed purchase of Paddington’s Bellevue Hotel, the
Peakhurst Inn and Kinselas in Darlinghurst, applying the
mantra of a focus on the core business of food & bev at
under-performing pubs. The Tox got a smart renovation,
relocating the gaming room, installing an upstairs studio for
local artists, and an on-trend menu.
Waugh began in hospitality at age 18, working at the
Toxteth under the Murphys. He established PHMG in late
2015 with a comparable mandate to move away from
gaming-reliant assets to hotels with balanced income
streams and ties to the local community. Coming full circle,
he bought the pub where he began, for $21 million.

NEW PUB GROUP GRABS
DOVE & OLIVE

One of Sydney’s most popular craft beer haunts has been
sold.
The Good Beer Company (GBC) has been operating Surry
Hills sister venues the Dove & Olive and the Keg & Brew,
developing them into the quintessential beer meccas. In
September 2015, GBC purchased Randwick’s sprawling
Duke of Gloucester (DOG) Hotel with plans to ramp up the
beer cheer within a large suburban pub boasting 50 taps.
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THE PRINCE OF KIRRAWEE
OPENING

Another brand new pub opened in Sydney in early February
– Chris Feros’ The Prince, in Kirrawee.
The rare greenfield construction is the result of a four-year
dream for Feros that recognised the need for a quality
hospitality offering in the fast-growing southern Sydney
precinct. The build itself has been progressing for over
a year, and the thirsty suburb has responded well to its
impending completion. Feros Group has actively engaged
with the locals and social media.
A “sneak peak” video presented by Feros himself – adorned
in high-vis – got over 18,000 views, and cleverly engaged
potential customers by breaking the rules and showing the
unfinished bones, still under construction.
The man that brought Sydney Huxleys – the pub behind
the pizza shop – reports the ambitious building project cost
over $11 million, atop the land and other costs.
“It will be something special,” says Feros.
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